Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Control and prevention of communicable diseases such as scrapie is beyond reach when knowledge about of pathways of transmission is absent, or when false knowledge is accepted or true knowledge is rejected. The demonstration of prenatal transmission of scrapie in sheep (Garza *et al.*, 2011; Rubenstein *et al.*, 2012; Foster *et al.*, 2013; Spiropoulos *et al.*, 2014) is of major importance in this regard because it establishes a firm basis for the control and possible elimination of scrapie. False rejection of prenatal transmission in these circumstances will deny benefits to animal health and welfare, preclude some analytical perspectives on atypical scrapie, and limit possibilities for understanding all neurodegenerative diseases in all species. Emerging concerns for scrapie and animal health are the conservation of rare breeds of sheep and goats, safeguards against incursions of scrapie into scrapie-free regions and the potential for an inter-species jump as occurred with bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and people (Ulvund, 2008).

Past views about scrapie downplayed or rejected prenatal transmission. Parry (1983) claimed that transmission of an infectious agent played little part in the natural history of scrapie and that the disease propagated from generation to generation through inheritance of the scrapie trait. Thirteen years later a review by Hoinville (1996) summarised scrapie as an infectious disease with a genetic influence on the incubation period and where horizontal transmission eclipsed maternal transmission; that is, transmission from dam to offspring *in utero* or in the immediate post-partum period. Later reviews (Detwiler and Baylis, 2003; Jeffrey and Gonzalez, 2007; Fast and Groschup, 2013) conclude that the available evidence supported scrapie transmission after birth and not before birth. These conclusions are reflected in influential operational guides such as those from the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE, 2011) and Animal Health Australia (2009), which include explicit statements on transmission, and in current recommendations for the sanitary safety of artificial insemination and embryo transfer in sheep and goats (IETS, 2010).

Given the significance of matters mentioned above, the recent experimental demonstration of prenatal transmission of scrapie in sheep merits exposure to possible refutation by testing its agreement or not with evidence from (1) epidemiological, field and clinical studies; (2) experimentation, and (3) causal reasoning, which refers to inferences made from the body of scientific knowledge. This work investigates the three streams of evidence and the method employed follows that of a systematic review rather than an expert, narrative or other sort of review (Petticrew and Roberts, 2006). A review qualifies as systematic 'if it is based on a clearly formulated question, identifies relevant studies, appraises their quality and summarizes the evidence by use of explicit methodology' (Khan *et al.*, 2003). A systematic review allows for scrutiny of arguments, encourages reasoned refutation, and facilitates the progressive refinement of knowledge.

Questions for review {#sec2-1}
--------------------

Two explicit questions are addressed. The first question is: Does scrapie transmit prenatally in the sheep and goat? Prenatal refers to the period from oogenesis to parturition. The second question is tied to the definition of hazard in the Terrestrial Code of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE, 2015). The OIE defines a hazard as a biological, chemical or physical agent in, or a condition of, an animal or animal product with the potential to cause an adverse health effect. In the present case, the biological agent is the scrapie agent, the animal products are *in vivo* derived embryos and semen and the adverse health effect is scrapie that may be transmitted to sheep or goats by means of *in vivo* derived embryos or semen. So, the explicit question is: Does scrapie transmit in sheep and goats by means of semen and washed or unwashed *in vivo* derived embryos? Washing refers to the procedure recommended by the International Transfer Society (IETS, 2010).

The prion theory {#sec2-2}
----------------

Credence is given to the prion theory for causation of the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies or TSEs (Prusiner, 1998, 2013), which include scrapie in sheep and goats. The prion theory has explanatory and predictive power and has demonstrated its value for understanding scrapie in sheep (Hunter, 2007). For instance, scrapie disease can be controlled by selection of sheep carrying the variant of the prion gene that codes for resistance to scrapie (Goldmann, 2008). In addition, the presence of misfolded prion protein (designated as PrP^Sc^), which reflects a fundamental event in prion diseases, underpins the immunochemical tests for diagnosing scrapie (Katz *et al.*, 1992; Miller *et al.*, 1993) and the more recent PMCA (protein misfolding cyclic amplification) tests (Saa *et al.*, 2005).

Prions are infectious agents consisting of a misfolded version of the cellular prion molecule (PrP^c^) that is encoded by the prion gene sequence (*PRNP*). Misfolded prion molecules form aggregations and induce a chain reaction whereby malformed PrP^Sc^ 'seeds' impose their dysfunctional malformation on functional prion proteins (Caughey *et al.*, 2009; Soto, 2012; Supattapone, 2015). A key consequence is disruption to the nervous system, which eventually results in death.

Access to information {#sec2-3}
---------------------

Relevant studies for review were sought through three Internet databases, which were interrogated with relevant keywords.

The Internet databases were Pubmed of the United States National Institutes of Health: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=pubmed>, Agricola of the United States Department of Agriculture: <http://agricola.nal.usda.gov>, and Google Scholar: <http://scholar.google.com.au>.

A bibliography prepared by the US National Institute of Neurological Diseases (Gibbs *et al.*, 1969) provided access to the literature on scrapie published before 1969 and was noteworthy for its coverage of papers in languages other than English. A monograph on scrapie by Parry (1983) also assisted with coverage of the earlier literature on scrapie. A published account of a seminar on scrapie held in Washington DC in 1964 (Agricultural Research Service, US Department of Agriculture, 1966) provided insights into thinking about scrapie at that point in time.

Procedures for identifying, marshalling and evaluating evidence {#sec2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Three sources of evidence ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were applied to the explicit questions under review. These sources relate to experimentation (designed studies), the epidemiology of scrapie and to causal reasoning. Collectively, they can exhaust Hill's nine criteria for causation (Hill, 1977).

![Diagram showing the three sources of evidence for a systematic review on prenatal transmission of scrapie in sheep and goats.](OpenVetJ-6-194-g001){#F1}

Experimentation refers to studies undertaken with a predetermined design and employing either deliberate infection of animals with the scrapie agent (manipulative studies) or the selection of cohorts of scrapie-infected animals (correlative or observational studies). The soundness of designed studies was evaluated according to a framework compiled from Oehlert (2000) and Ruxton and Colegrave (2006) (see online supporting material below).

Evidence from epidemiology refers to studies of the distribution and determinants of scrapie in sheep populations where systematic records exist. A particular issue is whether the relative risk of scrapie is higher in the offspring of scrapie-infected sires or dams when susceptible genotypes are accounted for. A higher relative risk of scrapie related to sires implicates direct transmission of the scrapie agent in semen. A higher relative risk related to dams implicates prenatal infection with scrapie including transmission of the scrapie agent before implantation. Another issue is that of the infectivity. Porta (2014) defines infectivity as a measure of the ability of a disease agent to establish itself in the host. Infectivity refers to the proportion of a cohort or group that become infected after exposure to an infectious agent such as the scrapie agent.

Causal reasoning, the third source of evidence shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, refers to inferences from the body of scientific knowledge and particularly knowledge about the aetiology and pathogenesis (i.e. the pathophysiology or disordered physiology) of scrapie in sheep and goats and the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies in general. Kassirer *et al*. (2009) explain causal reasoning as 'an aspect of the diagnostic process based on the cause-and-effect relations between clinical variables or chains of variables. It is a function of the anatomic, physiologic, and biochemical mechanisms that operate in the normal workings of the \[human\] body and the pathophysiologic behavior of these mechanisms in disease'.

Hypothesis testing and epistemic uncertainty {#sec2-5}
--------------------------------------------

Hypothesis testing on the two explicit question under review involves four alternative conclusions or evaluations that cover the concepts of a type I error (false positive) and a type II error (false negative). The four possible conclusions for prenatal transmission of scrapie or transmission of scrapie via semen or *in vivo* derived embryos are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Hansson (2013) points out that type I errors are considered more vexing than type II errors in the 'internal dealings of science'. On the other hand, type II errors can have severe practical consequences when risks are being managed. A type I error in relation to scrapie may involve unnecessary actions, wasted energy and loss of opportunity. In contrast, a type II error may lead to outbreaks of scrapie, the possibility of propagating epidemics and all the adverse impacts of disease. Conclusions 1 and 2 proceed from the hypothetico-deductive method and refer to clear-cut decisions where a single significant finding can vindicate rejection or otherwise of a given hypothesis. In contrast, Conclusions 3 and 4 relate to assessments that are not clear-cut and depend upon the weight of evidence from multiple sources or the assessment of how the inevitable imperfections in scientific studies may affect the informative value of a given study. They represent epistemic uncertainty (uncertainty as to knowledge) and connect to the reality of clinical reasoning, which requires 'a dogged determination to make adequate decisions based on inadequate information' (Nardone, 1990). Assessments within Conclusions 3 and 4 will come from processes of clinical reasoning (Radostits *et al.*, 2000; Kassirer *et al.*, 2009), the Hill criteria for causality (Hill, 1977), and explanations from the core disciplines of veterinary science; anatomy, physiology and pathology (Hagan and Smithcors, 1964). Conclusions 1 and 2 classify as nominal scale variables that reflect epistemic certainty according to two categories, 'no' or 'yes' (Bonita *et al.*, 2006). In contrast, Conclusions 3 and 4 reflect epistemic uncertainty (imperfect knowledge) and the implied uncertainty can be considered as an ordinal scale variable. 'An ordinal-scale variable has values that can be ranked but are not necessarily evenly spaced, such as stages of cancer' (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2013). The ordinal scale used in this report for epistemic uncertainty within Conclusions 3 and 4 connects uncertainty to judgements about the strength of evidence for or against prenatal transmission of scrapie and for or against ovine and caprine germ plasm being a hazard for the transmission of scrapie. Grades within the ordinal scale refer to evidence of a strength that is deemed to be extremely weak, weak, marginal, strong or extremely strong.

###### 

Hypothesis testing on prenatal transmission of scrapie and transmission of scrapie via semen and *in vivo* derived embryos and the four conclusions possible.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Possible conclusion                                 Prenatal transmission                                                                                       Transmission via semen or washed in vivo derived embryos                                                                                     Nature of conclusion
  --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
  1                                                   Scrapie does not transmit prenatally and it is concluded correctly that it does not transmit in this way.   Scrapie does not transmit via semen or washed in vivo derived embryos and it is concluded correctly that it does not transmit in this way.   Categorical: Yes or no answer.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  2                                                   Scrapie does transmit prenatally it is concluded correctly that it does transmit in this way.               Scrapie does transmit via semen or washed in vivo derived embryos it is concluded correctly that it does transmit in this way.               Categorical: Yes or no answer.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  3 -- Possibility of Type I error (False Positive)   Scrapie does not transmit prenatally and it is concluded incorrectly that it does transmit in this way.     Scrapie does not transmit via semen or washed in vivo derived embryos and it is concluded incorrectly that it does transmit in this way.     Ordinal scale of evidence with grades 1-5.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               1: Extremely weak.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               2: Weak\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               3: Marginal\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               4: Strong\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               5: Extremely strong

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  4 - Possibility of Type II error (False Negative)   Scrapie does transmit prenatally and it is concluded incorrectly that it does not transmit in this way.     Scrapie does transmit via semen or washed in vivo derived embryos it is concluded incorrectly that it does not transmit in this way.         Ordinal scale of evidence with grades 1-5.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               1: Extremely weak.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               2: Weak\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               3: Marginal\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               4: Strong\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               5: Extremely strong
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Statistical analysis {#sec2-6}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were conducted with Acastat™ Software (AcaStat Software, 43584 Merchant Mill Terrace, Leesburg, VA 20176) or StatPlus:Mac 2009 (AnalystSoft).

Supporting material {#sec2-7}
-------------------

Detailed supporting material for this review is in a freely accessible working document at <https://www.researchgate.net/publication/281871577_Prenatal_Transmission_of_Scrapie_in_Sheep_and_Goats_A_Case_Study_for_Biosecurity_and_Flock_Health>.

Evidence from epidemiological, clinical and field studies of scrapie {#sec2-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Relative risk of scrapie in offspring of scrapie-infected parents {#sec2-9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Ten publications involving 14 populations of sheep were found with data relevant to the relative risk of scrapie in the offspring of scrapie-infected parents. Four of these publications have appeared since the pioneering epidemiological analysis by Hoinville (1996) of the incidence of scrapie in the offspring of affected and unaffected sheep. Results from these 14 populations are shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Four populations of sheep came from England, seven from Scotland, two from the United States and one from France. Estimates of relative risk in terms of risk ratios are given in one publication (Redman *et al.*, 2002) and did not require recalculation. Figures for incidence proportions in progeny groups (parents with scrapie versus parents without scrapie) were available in the remaining publications. Relative risks were calculated as risk ratios. Statistical significance is indicated by whether the lower 95% confidence limit of the risk ratio exceeds one.

###### 

Relative risk of scrapie in offspring of parents with and without scrapie from 11 publications and 14 populations of sheep (IP = incidence proportion; RR = risk ratio; CI = confidence interval; n.a. = not available).

  Population of sheep[\*](#t2f1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1             2                      3                  4                    5                  6                     7                   8                                  9                  10            11            12            13            14                                       
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ --------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------ ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------- -------------------
  No scrapie in sire or dam                             IP            26/334                 5/27               5/165                53/153             18/311                26/105              111/342 for dam, 45/127 for sire   47/78              n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          58/21,907 for dam, 447/17,150 for sire   57/71
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Scrapie in dam only                                   RR (95% CI)   10.4 (2.7 -- 39.5)     0.7 (0.1 -- 2.1)   12.7 (7.0 -- 23.0)   1.9 (1.5 -- 2.4)   7.7 (7.7 -- 34.4)     1.8 (1.0 -- 3.3)    2.5 (1.7 -- 3.8)                   1.3 (1.1 -- 1.6)   3.2 (\>1.0)   2.9 (\>1.0)   1.9 (\>1.0)   3.5 (\>1.0)   6.0 (4.7 -- 7.5)                         5.7 (0.8 -- 38.6)
  IP                                                    4/8           4/38                   11/33              47/76                23/46              13/31                 51/82               148/201                            n.a.               n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          74/577        35/36                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Scrapie in sire only                                  RR (95% CI)   3.8 (2.6 -- 5.7)       2.6 (1.5 -- 4.5)   6.0 (2.6 -- 13.6)    1.2 (1.0 -- 1.3)   11.3 (6.3 -- 20.5)    1.3 (1.1 -- 1.6)    1.5 (1.2 -- 1.8)                   n.a.               2.4 (\>1.0)   7.8 (\>1.0)   1.3 (\>1.0)   2.1 (\>1.0)   3.8 (2.5 -- 5.8)                         n.a.
  IP                                                    24/68         22/32                  32/70              24/65                57/124             50/129                76/170              n.a.                               n.a.               n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          22/232        n.a.                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Scrapie in sire and dam                               RR (95% CI)   83.0 (20.4 -- 337.4)   1.4 (1.0 -2.0)     6.8 (3.0 -15.4)      2.4 (1.8 -- 3.2)   27.4 (13.6 -- 55.1)   7.3 (2.5 -- 20.7)   n.a.                               n.a.               3.3 (\>1.0)   6.1 (\>1.0)   2.0 (\>1.0)   2.8 (\>1.0)   n.a.                                     n.a.
  IP                                                    30/32         19/46                  33/52              18/21                48/56              14/18                 n.a.                n.a.                               n.a.               n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          n.a.          n.a.                                     

Data published by:- 1: Parry (1962); 2: Dickinson *et al*. (1965); 3: Gordon (1966); 4: Dickinson *et al*. (1974); 5: Parry (1983); 6 and 7: Hourrigan *et al*. (1979); 8: Elsen *et al*. (1999); 9 -- 12: Redman *et al*. (2002); 13: Hoinville *et al*. (2010); 14: Gonzalez *et al*. (2012).

n.a.: Not available.

The mean, median and range of the relative risk of scrapie in the offspring of scrapie-infected ewes for data collated in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} was 4.0, 2.9, and 0.7 to 12.7 for 13 populations. The mean, median and range of the relative risk of scrapie in the offspring of scrapie-infected rams for data collated in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} was 3.8, 2.4, and 1.2 to 11.3 for 11 populations. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} covers a total of 49,614 sheep. With two exceptions, risk ratios in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} were all above one and were statistically significant according to 95% confidence limits. The first exception relates to the offspring of scrapie-infected rams in the study of Dickinson *et al*. (1965). Here, scrapie occurred in two only out of the five rams in the key group. Low numbers of sheep and the use of flock rather than individual histories for the selection of parental groups detract from the power of the study by Dickinson *et al*. (1965). The other exception was in the study of Gonzalez *et al*. (2012), which gave a lower confidence limit of 0.7. However, the frequency of scrapie in the offspring of infected dams compared with uninfected dams was significantly higher in this instance according to the Pearson chi-square test (P\<0.017).

Relative risks applying to the offspring of scrapie-infected ewes were significantly greater than those applying to the offspring of scrapie-infected rams, p\<0.05 by Wilcoxon paired-sample test (Zar, 1996). This statistical significance may not translate to biological significance. Infection of the conceptus as a result of scrapie in the sire will be overshadowed when scrapie is already present in the dam.

Studies of scrapie transmission undertaken in the UK with scrapie free sheep from New Zealand and with scrapie susceptible genotypes confirm that the sufficient cause of scrapie disease is composed of two necessary causes (Houston *et al.*, 2002; Ryder *et al.*, 2004; Foster *et al.*, 2006).

These necessary causes are the exposure to the scrapie agent and the possession of a scrapie-susceptible genotype in at-risk sheep. Hence, higher relative risks in the offspring of scrapie-infected parents will result from the action of both necessary causes.

The question is the degree to which prenatal transmission contributes to the overall incidence of infection and the nature of the biological relationship that allows for transmission. Conclusion 4 applies and higher relative risks of scrapie in the progeny of scrapie infected parents provide strong evidence that scrapie transmits prenatally.

Two publications were identified for sheep where estimates of relative risks of scrapie infection in the offspring of scrapie-infected parents take account of the transmission of genetic susceptibility as determined by laboratory testing of DNA for variants of the prion gene (Elsen *et al.*, 1999; Hoinville *et al.*, 2010). In doing so, the two publications weigh heavily towards prenatal transmission being a contributor to the relative risks in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Conclusion 4 can thus be upgraded. Higher relative risks of scrapie in progeny in this situation provide extremely strong evidence that scrapie transmits prenatally.

Elsen *et al*. (1999) investigated a scrapie outbreak in a flock of hyper-prolific Romanov sheep in southern France. In this outbreak, 1,015 animals were exposed to scrapie, and 304 died from the disease between April 1, 1993 and May 1, 1997. Susceptibility genotypes were determined from blood samples. Epidemiological analysis used survival times and the Cox or proportional hazards model, which is applicable to survival times when several possible causal factors of disease may operate simultaneously (Friedman, 2004). A significantly increased incidence of scrapie in the offspring of scrapie-affected ewes (p= 0.021 and p=0.001 for the susceptible genotypes of lambs) was observed when the confounding effect of transmitted susceptibility was controlled.

The second publication describing relative risks associated with scrapie-infected parents, and which used laboratory testing of DNA to account for the transmission of genetic susceptibility, is that of Hoinville *et al*. (2010). The study covers 38 flocks of sheep, a total of 981 cases of scrapie, and 32,580 at risk sheep in Great Britain between 1994 and 2003. Once again, genetic susceptibility was determined by laboratory testing of DNA for variants at codons 136, 154 and 171 of the prion gene.

The study had a case-control design and a suite of statistical tests including Cox proportional hazard regression was used for analysis. Hoinville *et al*. (2010) found a significantly (p \< 0.05) increased incidence of scrapie in the offspring of scrapie affected ewes but not rams after the effect of PrP genotype was controlled.

Epidemiological observations on pathways for scrapie transmission in sheep {#sec2-10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Publications on the epidemiology of scrapie mention paternal transmission, maternal transmission, vertical transmission and horizontal or lateral transmission. These terms refer to transmission during either the prenatal, neonatal or postnatal periods in the life of sheep. The relationships among possible transmission pathways and their boundaries are shown diagrammatically in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Diagram showing relationships among possible transmission pathways for scrapie in the sheep and their connection the prenatal, neonatal and postnatal periods and the presence of the scrapie agent in sires, dams, the conceptus and the external environment.](OpenVetJ-6-194-g002){#F2}

[Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the possible pathways for transmission of the scrapie agent are from parent to offspring directly or from non-parents, parents (that is, all members of a population) and fomites in the postnatal environment. Four transmission pathways are identified and these align with prenatal, neonatal (birth to weaning) and postnatal periods in the life of offspring and entail pathways from sire or dam to the conceptus (pathways 1 and 2), from dam to the neonate in the period from birth to weaning (pathway 3) and from all infected sheep postnatally (pathway 4). The prenatal period commences with oogenesis and terminates at parturition. All sheep will be exposed to the scrapie agent in the environment.

Populations 1-6 in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} contain data from 2,060 offspring and 606 cases of scrapie that can be used to calculate infectivities (the proportion of exposures that result in infection) related to the four transmission pathways shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Lowest infectivity (12%) occurred from pathway 4; that is, lateral transmission from the scrapie agent in the environment.

Highest infectivity resulted when both sire and dam were scrapie infected. Infectivity from the paternal source (sire to conceptus, pathway1) was similar to that from the maternal source (pathways 2 and 3), implying that perinatal infection is overshadowed by infection occurring before birth.

Direct observation in sheep of prenatal transmission of scrapie {#sec2-11}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A single study in sheep has been identified where prenatal infection with the scrapie agent was demonstrated directly (Hourrigan *et al.*, 1979). Lambs were removed from exposure to natural scrapie at birth and at 4, 9 or 20 months after birth and placed in isolation pens for long-term observation.

Six out of 54 sheep removed from exposure at birth succumbed to scrapie according to the diagnostic criteria employed. Twenty-three more deaths from scrapie occurred in sheep that were removed from exposure at different times during postnatal life. These 23 deaths represent the results of exposure to the scrapie agent during the prenatal period plus various lengths of exposure during postnatal life. According to linear regression analysis, the trend line and correlation are statistically significant (y = 1.571x + 11.042, R^2^ = 0.966, p\<0.0172). Increasing periods of postnatal exposure acted additively to increase the burden of scrapie.

Clinical observations on prenatal transmission of scrapie {#sec2-12}
---------------------------------------------------------

Couquet *et al*. (2005) report a pregnant ewe with suspected scrapie that was transferred to a veterinary diagnostic laboratory and gave birth to a ewe lamb 10 days later. The ewe was euthanased 16 days after the lamb was born and a post mortem diagnosis of scrapie was made by immunoblotting.

The lamb was separated from its mother as soon as it emerged from the birth canal, received no colostrum, was fed with milk replacers and was isolated to prevent horizontal transmission of scrapie. Six months later the lamb showed the first signs of scrapie and four months later it was euthanized when it could no longer stand. Scrapie was confirmed post mortem by immunoblotting and immunohistochemistry. This observation and that of Hourrigan *et al*. (1979) support the prenatal transmission of scrapie.

Evidence from experimentation {#sec2-13}
-----------------------------

Scrapie infectivity in sheep semen {#sec2-14}
----------------------------------

Before 2012, the possibility that sheep semen could transmit scrapie was investigated by two approaches. One approach sought to transmit scrapie by parenteral administration of semen in lambs (Palmer, 1959), outbred mice (Hourrigan *et al.*, 1979; Hadlow *et al.*, 1982) or transgenic mice expressing the highest susceptibility variant of the ovine prion gene (Sarradin *et al.*, 2008). The other approach applied methods such as immunohistochemistry or immunoblotting to identify the diseased form of the prion protein (PrP^Sc^) (Gatti *et al.*, 2002).

Poor sensitivity of test methods can explain the failure of these early studies to detect scrapie infectivity in ovine semen. An additional consideration, namely statistical power, applies to the study by Sarradin *et al*. (2008). The study of Sarradin *et al*. (2008) sought to detect scrapie by means of intracerebral injections of semen from scrapie-affected Romanov rams into scrapie-susceptible transgenic mice overexpressing the high susceptibility allele of the sheep prion (*PRNP*) gene. None of the test mice developed scrapie, whereas control mice inoculated with preparations of brain from scrapie-affected sheep died from scrapie within 165 days. Three rams exposed to natural scrapie were used and provided single semen samples *via* an artificial vagina at one month, seven months or 13 months before death from scrapie. Sarradin *et al*. (2008) employed three experimental units in their overall study and single experimental units for three possible treatment levels that may correspond with the stage of scrapie disease. The power of the study is thus weak and provides weak evidence that scrapie *does not* transmit via germ plasm.

The most recent study on ovine semen (Rubenstein *et al.*, 2012) demonstrated scrapie infectivity in two ways. One was by a transmission test with transgenic mice; that is by a test similar to that employed by Sarradin *et al*. (2008). The other involved a process for detecting the scrapie agent that comprised serial protein misfolding cyclic amplification (PMCA) followed by an immunoassay method (SOFIA).

The study by Rubenstein *et al*. (2012) merges clinical findings, history and laboratory testing into a coherent whole and is consistent with standard diagnostic methods. It was prompted by the discovery of scrapie in seven of 24 ewes in a 'sentinel' flock of that had been free of scrapie for 13 years. These sheep had been physically separated from scrapie-infected animals. The crucial point from the case history is that scrapie-infected rams had been used for breeding four months before scrapie was detected in the ewes.

The detection of scrapie infectivity on the semen of sheep by means of transmission studies with transgenic mice and protein misfolding cyclic amplification (PMCA) overturns earlier negative findings. Semen from scrapie-infected sheep is thus confirmed as a hazard for the transmission of scrapie.

Scrapie infectivity in the ovine and caprine conceptus {#sec2-15}
------------------------------------------------------

Thirteen publications were found that demonstrate the scrapie agent in the conceptus of sheep and provide direct anatomical proof of prenatal transmission of scrapie in this species. Two publications provide similar findings for goats (O'Rourke *et al.*, 2011; Schneider *et al.*, 2015). Samples examined in these publications were obtained either post-partum or pre-partum at various times during gestation. The scrapie agent was detected by various methods including test transmissions in sheep, goats and mice, Western blot analysis, immunohistochemistry, enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), protein multiplication cyclic amplification (PMCA), and bioassay in transgenic tg388 mice that overexpress the ovine prion gene

Nine of the publications sought for and found the scrapie agent in extra-embryonic tissues only (Pattison *et al.*, 1972, 1974; Onodera *et al.*, 1993; Race *et al.*, 1998; Caplazi *et al.*, 2004; Alverson *et al.*, 2006; Lacroux *et al.*, 2007; Santucciu *et al.*, 2010). Three of the publications examined both extra-embryonic membranes and the foetus proper by means of Western blot analysis or immunohistochemistry and detected the scrapie agent in extra-embryonic membranes only (Tuo *et al.*, 2001, 2002: Andreoletti *et al.*, 2002).

Garza *et al*. (2011) and Spiropoulos *et al*. (2014) found the scrapie agent in both extra-embryonic tissues and the foetus proper by means of PMCA or bioassay in tg388 mice. These last two findings are consistent with an anatomical view of the conceptus as a whole organism, made up of the extra-embryonic membranes and foetus. Extra-embryonic membranes are external organs of the foetus and share the same circulatory system. The cells of foetus and extra-embryonic membranes have the same genotype.

Precedents from commonplace causes of abortion in ewes argue against a barrier in the conceptus that protects the ovine foetus from pathogens. The causative organisms of campylobacteriosis, listeriosis, toxoplasmosis and Border disease are found in both foetal membranes and the foetus (Broadbent, 1972; Hedstrom *et al.*, 1987; Nettleton *et al.*, 1998; Dubey, 2009).

Coetzer *et al*. (1994) list the protozoa, rickettsias, chlamydias, viruses, and bacteria capable of prenatal infection in sheep.

Prenatal infection with scrapie is thus conceivable at any time from oogenesis to parturition and the scrapie infection seen in the cotyledonary chorioallantois may be the result of transmission either before or after implantation. A high concentration of PrP^Sc^ in the cotyledonary chorioallantois may reflect contiguity with maternal tissue and transplacental transmission. It may also indicate that the cotyledonary chorioallantois contains enough cellular prion protein (PrP^c^) for conversion to the disease form (PrP^Sc^) (Colby and Prusiner, 2013). In this connection, Tuo *et al*. (2001) found that the relative concentration of PrP^c^ in the ovine cotyledonary chorioallantois was about four times and eight times that found in foetal bladder and kidney and similar to that found in foetal brain. Thumdee *et al*. (2007) report similar findings. Johnson *et al*. (2014) found that estrogen stimulation increases in PrP^c^ expression in uteroplacental tissues, including the chorioallantois. In consequence, the high concentration of PrP^Sc^ in the cotyledonary chorioallantois may simply reflect the relatively high tissue expression of PrP^c^.

It is conceivable that the scrapie agent may arrive in the conceptus before implantation and infect oocytes or early embryos. Thumdee *et al*. (2007) found that the ovine prion gene is expressed in immature and mature ovine oocytes and ovine morulas. Similarly, Peralta *et al*. (2012) have identified relatively high expression of the mRNA that codes for PrP in bovine conceptuses at day 4 of gestation. These findings signify the very early availability of normal prion protein (PrP^c^) for conversion to the abnormal misfolded form (PrP^Sc^), a hallmark of prion disease (Prusiner, 1998). Prenatal infection with the scrapie agent as early as the oocyte stage is plausible.

To sum up, observations of the scrapie agent in foetal membranes and the foetus itself provide definitive anatomical evidence for the prenatal transmission of scrapie in both sheep and goats.

Scrapie infectivity in washed or unwashed in vivo derived embryos {#sec2-16}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Seven studies were identified that relate to the explicit question of whether scrapie can transmit in sheep by means of washed or unwashed *in vivo* derived embryos (Foster *et al.*, 1992; Foote *et al.*, 1993; Foster *et al.*, 1996; Wang *et al.*, 2001, 2002; Foster *et al.*, 2006; Low *et al.*, 2009; Foster *et al.*, 2013). These are discussed in reverse chronological order. [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows results of analysis. The study of Foster *et al*. (2013) builds on an understanding of the importance of the prion protein gene (PRNP) and codons 136, 154 and 171 gene in genetic resistance to scrapie in sheep. In Cheviot sheep, *PRNP* genotypes of VRQ/VRQ and VRQ/ARQ are at risk from both local endemic scrapie and the SSBP/1 strain of the scrapie agent whereas the *PRNP* genotypes of VRQ/AHQ and VRQ/ARR are at risk only from the SSBP/1 strain. The clear-cut differences in the expression of disease that distinguish the SSBP/1 strain from the local endemic strain of scrapie were utilized in analysis.

###### 

Evidential value of studies on the transmission of scrapie in sheep by *in vivo* derived embryos.

  Studies by                                                 Breed of sheep and source of scrapie agent                                                                                                        Evidence for or against transmission of scrapie by embryos
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  Foster *et al.* (2103)                                     Cheviot sheep with designed exposure to SSBP/1 strain of scrapie and adventitious exposure to local endemic strain of scrapie.                    Definitive for washed and unwashed embryos
  Low *et al.* (2009)                                        Embryos from sheep with natural scrapie gestated in scrapie free Suffolk ewes from New Zealand.                                                   Weak against washed embryos
  Foster *et al.* (2006)                                     Cheviot sheep but embryo donors had no exposure to scrapie.                                                                                       Ruled out as evidence
  Wang *et al*. (2001, 2002)                                 Suffolk sheep with a high incidence of natural scrapie.                                                                                           Ruled out as evidence (see text)
  Foster *et al.* (1996)                                     Cheviot sheep with designed exposure to SSBP/1 strain. Adventitious exposure to local endemic strain of scrapie *via* semen from infected rams.   Definitive for washed and unwashed embryos
  Foote *et al.* (1993)                                      Suffolk sheep infected with third to fourth passage strain of Suffolk scrapie agent. Cheviot sheep with SSBP/1 strain of scrapie.                 Ruled out as evidence
  Foster *et al*. (1992); additional data from EFSA (2010)   Cheviot sheep. SSBP/1 strain.                                                                                                                     Strong for unwashed embryos.

Foster *et al*. (2013) studied Cheviot sheep at a site in Scotland and asked whether scrapie developed in embryo-derived offspring that were exposed to the SSBP/1 agent in surrogate dams and whether or not this exposure required genetic susceptibility in these dams. Accordingly, there were three exposure groups. The first group consisted of offspring derived from embryos that were gestated in ewes with a range of *PRNP* genotypes and which were not exposed to SSBP/1 scrapie ('infection controls' or 'unexposed group). The second group consisted of offspring derived from embryos that were gestated in ewes with scrapie resistant *PRNP* genotypes, which were challenged with SSBP/1.

This exposure group can demonstrate prenatal transfer or of SSBP/1 scrapie from ewes with *PRNP* genotypes coding for scrapie resistance. The third group consisted of offspring derived from embryos that were gestated in ewes with scrapie susceptible *PRNP* genotypes, which were challenged with SSBP/1. This exposure group can demonstrate or not prenatal transfer of SSBP/1 scrapie from ewes with *PRNP* genotypes coding for scrapie susceptibility.

Embryos came from a panel of 15 donors with *PRNP* genotypes encoding for at least one VRQ allele and which were inseminated by semen from three rams, one of which had the *PRNP* genotype of VRQ/ARQ and the other two had the *PRNP* genotype of VRQ/ARR. Some embryos were washed according to IETS recommendations and others were not. Three of the embryo donors developed endemic scrapie after embryo collection. The remaining embryo donors and the three rams died with illnesses other than endemic scrapie in its expected form.

Sixteen cases of scrapie attributable to either the SSBP/1 or the endemic strain of scrapie were diagnosed in the 59 sheep that originated from transferred embryos. The distribution of these cases within exposure groups and according to *PRNP* genotypes permits three significant conclusions. First, embryo washing according to the recommendations of the IETS did not protect lambs from scrapie and can be regarded as an ineffective secondary protective measure. Second, prenatal transmission of scrapie occurs in sheep and is possible when dams have *PRNP* genotypes that code for susceptibility to scrapie. The observation that SSBP/1 scrapie transmitted from susceptible but not resistant dams inoculated with SSBP/1 scrapie indicates that genetically resistant dams provide an effective barrier against prenatal transmission. Third, scrapie is transmissible by *in vivo* derived embryos in sheep. Conclusion 2 of the hypothesis-testing protocol applies to the study of Foster *et al*. (2013): *Scrapie transmits in sheep by means of unwashed or washed in vitro derived embryos and it is concluded correctly that it does so*.

Low *et al*. (2009) report a correlative experiment in which embryos transferred from naturally infected ewes were used to investigate whether *in vivo* derived embryos can carry the agent of classic scrapie. The study was conducted on quarantined premises with Suffolk sheep that were homozygous for the ARQ allele of the *PRNP* gene.

In Suffolks, ARQ/ARQ homozygotes and ARQ/ARH heterozygotes have the greatest susceptibility to natural scrapie infection (Baylis *et al.*, 2004). Thirty-nine experimental lambs were produced from embryos out of naturally infected donor ewes. Since the use of natural scrapie necessitated null treatment controls, 17 unexposed lambs were produced from embryos collected from New Zealand--derived Suffolk ewes.

Twenty-eight sheep derived from scrapie-exposed embryos survived to an end point of five years of age and 12 of the 17 sheep derived from unexposed embryos survived to the same endpoint.

No histopathological or immunohistochemical evidence of scrapie was found at *post mortem* in any of the embryo-derived sheep. From this, Low *et al*. (2009) concluded that their study provided no evidence for transmission of scrapie and reinforced published evidence that vertical transmission of scrapie may be circumvented by embryo transfer procedures. Estimates of statistical power provided by Low *et al*. (2009) set the likelihood of scrapie transmission by *in vivo* derived embryos as high as one in 11 or 9.1%, with 95% confidence limits.

The method for estimating statistical power is not described and it is unclear whether calculations are based on 28 embryo-derived sheep or eight scrapie affected ewes that donated embryos. Calculations on embryo-derived offspring would be confounded by pseudoreplication (Ruxton and Colgrave, 2006). Embryos are dependent variables and units for measurement whereas ewes donating embryos are the independent variables and units for experiment. The stated 9.1% risk cannot be determined from eight experimental units. The results of Low *et al*. (2009) thus provide weak evidence against the transmission of scrapie in sheep by means of washed *in vitro* derived embryos.

Foster *et al*. (2006) describe a project that employed embryo transfer to generate scrapie-free flocks of sheep containing individuals with PrP genotypes known to confer high susceptibility. The findings are crucially significant for understanding the aetiology of scrapie. They confirm that scrapie disease has two necessary causes: susceptibility of hosts and the presence of the scrapie agent. However, none of the semen donors, embryo donors or embryo recipients in the study of Foster *et al*. (2006) exhibited scrapie. As a consequence, there was no testable exposure to the scrapie agent that could be linked to embryos. In short, the scrapie agent did not transmit via *in vivo* derived embryos because it was absent from the donors of germ plasm in the first place and the study is not relevant to the explicit question of this review.

The study by Wang *et al*. (2001) was a correlative experiment to investigate the potential for scrapie to transmit by embryo transfer in flocks where the disease is endemic. A supplementary paper (Wang *et al.*, 2002) provided information on the scrapie-resistance genotypes of the sheep that were used. The experiment consisted of obtaining embryos from donor ewes out of six different scrapie-infected flocks of Suffolk sheep, transferring these embryos to scrapie-free recipients and monitoring the occurrence of scrapie in embryo-derived offspring, embryo donors and embryo recipients. Embryos from 38 donor ewes were transferred to 58 recipients and resulted in 94 viable lambs, which were monitored until they were 60 months old.

Scrapie according to an unstated definition was not observed in the response units (the offspring). However, the study of Wang *et al*. (2001, 2002) has insufficient power for accepting its stated hypothesis that 'the transmission of scrapie may be circumvented by embryo transfer'. The timing of embryo collection in relation to the stage of scrapie infection is not described and an important dimension in scrapie exposure is unknown. The mortality rate of embryo-derived sheep in the first year of life was an exceptional 21.3%. Causes of death are not reported and mortalities could have assorted differentially according to the scrapie status of embryo donors. Deaths before 12 months of age could well have been due to scrapie. Scrapie can be exhibited in lambs as young as six months (Brotherston *et al.*, 1968; Couquet *et al.*, 2005). Other issues that affect the evidential value of the study by Wang *et al*. (2001, 2002) regarding the transmission of scrapie in sheep by *in vivo* derived embryos are detailed in the online supporting material.

Foster *et al*. (1996) investigated the progeny of embryos with genotypes that were homozygous or heterozygous for scrapie susceptibility, which were obtained from scrapie-susceptible or scrapie-resistant ewes injected or not with the SSBP/1 strain of the scrapie agent 246 days before embryos were harvested and which were washed or not according the protocols of the IETS. Donor ewes were inseminated with semen from two homozygous scrapie-susceptible rams to ensure that both homozygous and heterozygous-susceptible lambs were in the treatment groups. Scrapie disease, referable to the field strain, was diagnosed in these two rams at 236 and 287 days after semen collection:

Scrapie, referable to the field strain and not the SSBP/1 strain, appeared in homozygous and heterozygous-susceptible lambs derived from donor ewes that were exposed or not to the SSBP/1 strain of scrapie and from ova that were washed or not according to the IETS protocol. Scrapie disease did not appear in the heterozygous susceptible lambs derived from scrapie resistant ewes. Abductive reasoning (inference to the best explanation) attributes the appearance of scrapie in the treatment groups of Foster *et al*. (1996) to transmission of the scrapie agent from infected semen to embryos. The washing of embryos according to IETS requirements did not prevent transmission.

Foster *et al*. (1996) were hesitant in incriminating the scrapie-infected rams as the source of scrapie seen in their treatment groups: the argument being the absence of sound case for scrapie infectivity in semen at that time. Scrapie infectivity in ram semen has now been demonstrated (Rubenstein *et al.*, 2012). The results of Foster *et al*. (1996) can thus be attributed to the transmission of scrapie by semen. The infection pathway from ram to embryo donor and thence to embryo recipients entails transmission by embryos. As a consequence, the results of Foster *et al*. (1996) show the transmission of scrapie by *in vivo* derived embryos treated according to the requirements of the IETS.

Foote *et al*. (1993) describe two experiments on the transmission of scrapie by *in vivo* derived embryos. The first experiment was conducted at a site in Texas and involved Suffolk sheep, a Suffolk-passaged strain of scrapie and four treatments: (1) embryos from scrapie-infected donor ewes were gestated in scrapie-free recipients ('via embryo'); (2) embryos from scrapie free donors were gestated in scrapie-infected recipients ('via uterus'); (3) embryos derived from scrapie-free donors were gestated in scrapie-free recipients ('negative controls'); and, (4) embryos derived from scrapie-infected ewes were gestated in scrapie-infected recipients ('positive controls'). The second experiment was conducted at a site in Utah and involved Cheviot sheep, the SSBP/1 strain of scrapie and two treatments: (1) embryos from scrapie-infected donor ewes were gestated in scrapie-free recipients and (2) embryos derived from scrapie-infected ewes were gestated in scrapie-infected recipients ('positive controls').

The proposition examined by Foote *et al*. (1993) was that the appearance of their conception of scrapie demonstrates scrapie transmission or not by means of *in vivo* derived embryos. No such scrapie was observed. However, the large and unexplained mortalities observed in the study merit examination. In particular, mortality to 23 months of age was distributed disproportionately among the four treatment groups and may point to an unexpected consequence of exposure to the scrapie agent.

When data from the two experiments are pooled mortalities rates were 32% for the 'via embryo' group, 52% for the 'via uterus' group, 45% for the group exposed both 'via embryo' and 'via uterus' and 23% for the scrapie unexposed group. These percentages are significantly different (P\<0.0158 by Pearson Chi-square) and indicate an impact of prenatal exposure to the scrapie agent. Mortalities calculated from numbers of Suffolk offspring alive at 24 months and 60 months were 24.4% for the 'via embryo' group and 6.1% for the negative controls (P \< 0.031). These results indicate an impact of the scrapie agent on unwashed *in vivo* derived embryos in sheep and deserve further consideration. The study of Foote *et al*. (1993) is ruled out as evidence on whether scrapie transmits via pre-implantation embryos.

The earliest study of scrapie infectivity in *in vivo* derived embryos (Foster *et al.*, 1992; EFSA, 2010) involved Cheviot sheep and the SSBP/1 strain of scrapie at the National Pathogenesis Unit in Edinburgh. It investigated whether scrapie can be transferred early in gestation or in the ovary and it used embryos from scrapie-infected ewes as the experimental manipulation. Genetic susceptibility to scrapie was determined according to information on the *Sip* (scrapie incubation period) and prion protein genotype and was obtained from pedigrees and restriction fragment length analysis (RFLP). Subsequent analysis of the Sip genotype identified three dominant codons in the ovine prion gene (136, 154 and 171) that control susceptibility to scrapie (Hunter *et al.*, 1996). Six donor ewes were injected subcutaneously with an extract from brains of sheep containing the SSBP/1 isolate of the scrapie agent six months before hormonally induced superovulation, intrauterine insemination and the collection of embryos. Scrapie appeared at 40, 70, 82 and 95 days after embryo collection in the homozygous susceptible donors and at 146 and 180 days in the heterozygous susceptible donors. The single ram used as a semen donor was heterozygous for the susceptibility gene. The ram was subsequently injected with the SSBP/1 isolate of the scrapie agent and showed signs of scrapie 309 days later. Sixteen ewes homozygous for scrapie resistance were used as surrogate dams for 37 embryos and gave birth to 26 lambs. Lambing occurred indoors in premises disinfected with a 20% sodium hypochlorite solution. Lambs were weaned at four months of age, were strictly isolated from other sheep and were grazed on pasture that had never been exposed to scrapie-infected or parturient sheep. The success rate of embryo transfer was 26 lambs from 37 embryos or 70%. Six of the 26 embryo-derived lambs died within the first year of life and as a result of 'diseases unrelated to scrapie'. All six homozygous susceptibles developed scrapie. Two of the 11 heterozygotes developed scrapie and a further six were put down because of what was stated to be metabolic illness (EFSA, 2010). Two of these six sheep with metabolic illness were scrapie-positive according to immunoblots. In other words, four of the 11 heterozygotes were diagnosed with scrapie and another four died from 'metabolic illness' during the period of experimental observations. None of the three homozygous resistant sheep died during the period of experimental observations.

In summary, of the 26 sheep derived from 37 transferred embryos, 10 or 38% died from scrapie. A further 10 or 38% of the 26 embryo-derived sheep died from other diseases, including four from 'metabolic illness'. Six of these died before the age of 12 months. The total mortality to about three years of age was 20 out of 26 sheep or 77%. Deaths from causes other than classically expressed scrapie arouse interest given that scrapie infection was the experimental treatment. A thought experiment can be used to calculate a prior probability for testing significance. The question is how many cases of scrapie could be expected in 20 identical sheep in identical circumstances except for exposure to SBPP/1 scrapie in embryo donors. An incidence of up to four cases allows for statistical significance by the Pearson Chi-square test. The incidence of scrapie recorded by Foster *et al*. (1992) far exceeds an estimate of prior probability. Scrapie due to the endemic strain in the Cheviot flock at the National Pathogenesis Unit had a maximum annual incidence of 1% and a maximum incidence of 5.4% in birth cohorts recorded (Redman *et al.*, 2002). Accordingly, the study of Foster *et al*. (1992) is judged as strong evidence that scrapie transmits prenatally in sheep (see online supporting material).

Evidence from causal reasoning {#sec2-17}
------------------------------

A set of pathophysiological observations line up to prevent rejection and allow acceptance of prenatal transmission of scrapie in sheep. These observations constitute the case around causal reasoning derived from knowledge of scrapie in sheep and goats. They relate to preconditions for prenatal transmission that affirm biological plausibility, an important criterion of causation (Hill, 1977). Key preconditions are: (1) The scrapie agent is able to disperse throughout the body and to the reproductive organs. (2) Exposure to the scrapie agent is possible at any point during the prenatal period from oogenesis to the zygote/blastocyst, embryogenesis and foetal stages. (3) The conceptus is susceptible to infection with the scrapie agent. The pertinent pathophysiological observations occur in sequence starting from the fact that scrapie is a contagious disease and can be spread from animal to animal by direct or indirect contact (Greig, 1940; Gordon, 1957; Dickinson *et al.*, 1965; Brotherston *et al.*, 1968; Hourrigan *et al.*, 1979; Hoinville, 1996; Detwiler and Baylis, 2003; Ryder *et al.*, 2004; Foster *et al.*, 2006; Gough *et al.*, 2015; Hawkins *et al.*, 2015). The property of contagiousness requires that the scrapie agent operate portals of exit from infected animals and portals of entry into uninfected animals and has capacity to pass the usual barriers against infection. Demonstrated portals of exit for the scrapie agent in sheep include excretions and ejecta (faeces, urine and foetal membranes) and secretions (milk, oral secretions and semen) ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). These various portals of exit demonstrate that the scrapie agent is able to traverse biological membranes and disperses through the body. The presence of the scrapie agent in foetal membranes shows that the scrapie agent can pass across cell and tissue barriers within the reproductive tract of sheep. As to dispersal of the scrapie agent through the body, the presence of the scrapie agent in blood, prionaemia, carries the same consequences for the pathogenesis of scrapie as those applying to viraemia and bacteraemia in viral and bacterial diseases. Prionaemia signifies (1) that the scrapie agent can be distributed throughout the body, including the reproductive tract and (2) that mechanisms exist for passage of the scrapie agent across the endothelial cell sheet and into interstitial fluid and the lymphatic system, where the known functions of the lymphoreticular system in the pathogenesis of scrapie (Jeffrey and González, 2007; van Keulen *et al.*, 2008) can come into play. Haematogenous carriage was reported for scrapie in sheep in 2002 and has been corroborated repeatedly with different detection methods. Hunter *et al*. (2002) showed that transfusions of blood from BSE or scrapie-infected sheep transmitted these two diseases to uninfected sheep. Thorne and Terry (2008) demonstrated the presence of the scrapie agent in the blood of scrapie-infected sheep by means of PMCA. Houston *et al*. (2008) corroborated earlier findings of the research group (Hunter *et al.*, 2002) and showed transmission rates by blood transfusion of 36% for BSE and 43% for scrapie. Terry *et al*. (2009) found PrP^Sc^ in cells isolated from the blood of 55% of sheep infected with scrapie and 71% of sheep infected with BSE. PrP^Sc^ was found in blood cells several months before the onset of clinical signs in scrapie-infected sheep. Rubenstein *et al*. (2010) used PMCA and found the disease-associated form of the prion protein (PrP^Sc^) in blood plasma from sheep at both the preclinical and clinical stages of scrapie. Edwards *et al*. (2010) used immunoassays to investigate the nature of the blood cells of scrapie-infected sheep that carried PrP^Sc^, the surrogate marker for prion disease. The mononuclear cells in blood carrying PrP^Sc^ during the preclinical and clinical stages of scrapie had a cell surface phenotype that defined them as a subpopulation of B lymphocytes. Dassanayake *et al*. (2011) used similar methods to associate the scrapie agent in the blood of sheep with a sub-population of B lymphocytes and also with platelet rich plasma. Subsequently, Dassanayake *et al*. (2012) identified the scrapie agent in both B and T lymphocytes in the blood of scrapie-infected sheep and the blood of scrapie-infected goats. Other demonstrations of the scrapie agent in the blood of sheep come from Bannach *et al*. (2012), Andreoletti *et al*. (2012) and Lacroux *et al*. (2012). Bannach *et al*. (2012) employed a method for based on surface-FIDA (fluorescence intensity distribution analysis) and showed that disease-specific aggregates of prion protein could be detected in the blood plasma of scrapie-infected sheep. Andreoletti *et al*. (2012) used bioassays in genetically susceptible sheep and transgenic mice overexpressing the ovine prion gene for scrapie susceptibility to investigate scrapie transmission by blood. They showed that the efficacy for transmitting the PG127 strain of scrapie depended more on the viability of transfused white blood cells than upon the degree of infectivity that was measured by intracerebral inoculation in transgenic mice. As a consequence, bioassays that use non-living material, including highly sensitive versions with transgenic mice, are inherently limited as to the information they can provide on infectivity of the scrapie agent. The scrapie agent can be found in the lymphoreticular system of both sheep (van Keulen *et al.*, 1996; Schreuder *et al.*, 1998; Andreoletti *et al.*, 2000; O'Rourke *et al.*, 2000, 2002; Press *et al.*, 2004; Gonzalez *et al.*, 2008; Dennis *et al.*, 2009; Ryder *et al.*, 2009; Jeffrey *et al.*, 2011; Toppets *et al.*, 2011), and goats (Monleon *et al.*, 2001; Gonzalez *et al.*, 2009, 2010).

###### 

Evidence for scrapie infectivity in tissues and excretions of sheep and goats.

  Tissue                                References                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Methods of detection
  ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Faeces, gut, liver                    [Sheep]{.ul}: Everest *et al*. (2011); Terry *et al*. (2011).                                                                                                                                                                                                                sPMCA, IHC, immunoblotting
  Urine and kidneys                     [Sheep]{.ul}: Ligios *et al*. (2007); Rubenstein *et al*. (2012).                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  Foetal membranes and fluids           [Sheep]{.ul}: Pattison *et al*. (1972, 1974); Onodera *et al*. (1993); Race *et al*. (1998); Tuo *et al*. (2001, 2002); Andreoletti *et al*. (2002); Alverson *et al*. (2006); Lacroux *et al*. (2007). [Goats]{.ul}: O'Rourke *et al*. (2011); Schneider *et al*. (2015).   sPMCA, IHC, transmission to tg388 mice, SAF detection, immunoblotting, transmission to sheep
  Lochia                                Not examined                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Secretions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Milk                                  [Sheep]{.ul}: Konold *et al.* (2008); Lacroux *et al.* (2008); Maddison *et al*. (2009); Ligios *et al.* (2011); Konold *et al*. (2013a). [Goats]{.ul}: Konold *et al*. (2013b).                                                                                             sPMCA, IHC, transmission to tg388 mice
  Oral secretions and salivary glands   [Sheep]{.ul}: Vascellari *et al*. (2007); Maddison *et al*. (2010); Gough *et al*. (2012).                                                                                                                                                                                   sPMCA; IHC
  Semen                                 [Sheep]{.ul}: Rubenstein *et al*. (2012).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    sPMCA, transmission to tg388 mice

In both sheep and goats, the scrapie agent is present in cells of the lymphocyte lineage (T cell and B cells) and the mononuclear phagocyte lineage (macrophages and dendritic cells) and in discrete and diffuse lymphoid organs where it is used to diagnose scrapie during the preclinical stage of infection. These observations indicate correspondence between the pathogenesis of scrapie in sheep and goats and imply a similar status for their germplasm as hazards for scrapie.

The general migratory and circulatory activities of lymphocytes and mononuclear phagocytes, which allow concerted function of the lymphoreticular and immune systems and immunosurveillance, are known to operate in the female and male reproductive tracts of sheep and goats. Transit of PrP^Sc^-bearing lymphocytes and mononuclear phagocytes through reproductive tissues and organs will enable exposure of germplasm to the scrapie agent. In this connection, Smith *et al*. (1970) investigated the nature of the cells present in afferent or peripheral lymph draining the ovary and uterus of six sheep. They recorded a cell concentration of 200-700 cells per μl in lymph from a lymphatic in the mesovarium and in the drainage field of the ovary. The cell population was comprised of comprising 90-95% lymphocytes and 5-10% mononuclear phagocytes. Staples *et al*. (1982) used dyes to identify lymphatics within the mesometrium and along the utero-ovarian pedicle in sheep and goats. Lymph from these lymphatics in both sheep and goats contained up to 200 cells per μl and consisted of more than 94% lymphocytes and less than 6% mononuclear phagocytes.

Alders and Shelton (1990) extended findings about cells in ovarian uterine by looking at subsets according to some cluster of differentiation (CD) surface markers. A relatively higher proportion of T cells occurred in utero-ovarian lymph (approx. 80% CD5+, 50% CD4+ and 23% CD8+) compared with peripheral blood (approx. 55% CD5+, 18% CD4+ and 12% CD8+). A relatively lower proportion of B cells occurred in lymph (approx. 10%) compared to blood (approx. 30%).

Smith *et al*. (1970) also investigated cells in peripheral lymph draining from the testis of five sheep. They found a cell concentration of 100--300 cells per μl that was composed of 75-82% lymphocytes, 5-20% mononuclear phagocytes and 0-8% other cells (polymorphonuclear neutrophils, eosinophils, large basophilic cells and cells of the plasma cell series). In other words, cells able to carry the scrapie agent transit through testicular tissue in the sheep.

Knowledge of the cellular content in peripheral lymph draining from the female reproductive tract of both sheep and goats attests to a pathway for entry of the scrapie agent into the ovarian/oviductal/uterine environment. Cells with a known potential for carrying the scrapie agent migrate through tissues of the female reproductive tract of the two species. In sheep, at least, the same considerations about exposure to the scrapie agent apply in the male reproductive tract.

Immune responses in early pregnancy in the sheep involve traffic to the reproductive tissues of lymphoid cells known to carry the scrapie agent: for example, CD68 positive dendritic cells (Scott *et al.*, 2006, 2009). CD68 detects the molecule macrosialin and is useful for identifying cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system (Janeway *et al.*, 2001; Galli *et al.*, 2011), which functions in the antigen-presentation step of the immune response (Paul, 2013).

The CD68 marker stimulates additional interest because it has been employed in studies of the pathogenesis of scrapie in sheep and because studies in mice assign a role to dendritic cells (CD68-positive) in spreading the scrapie agent within the body (Beringue *et al.*, 2000; Huang *et al.*, 2002).

Andreoletti *et al*. (2002) identified CD68 positive cells in the endometrium of ewes with scrapie-infected placentas but it was unclear whether the misfolded prion protein in these cells implicated a scrapie transmission pathway from the dam to the foetus, the foetus to the dam or transmission in both directions. Åkesson *et al*. (2011) highlighted the participation of CD68 bearing cells in the transit of experimentally introduced prion protein from the gut of lambs. They undertook a study where recombinant ovine prion protein (rPrP) was inoculated into gut loops of young lambs and its transportation across the intestinal wall was tracked. This inoculated rPrP was associated with macrophages expressing the CD68 molecule. Accordingly, adjustments to the maternal immune system during pregnancy that allow for the presence of non-self or foreign tissue, the conceptus, in the uterine tubes and uterus (Robertson, 2000; Ott and Gifford, 2010) can open pathways for transmission of the scrapie agent.

Passage of the scrapie agent across biological membranes will involve the processes of endocytosis, exocytosis and transcytosis by which macromolecules and particles are taken into cells, expelled from cells and transported across cellular sheets (Alberts *et al.*, 2002). These processes apply to prions (including the scrapie agent) because prions are proteins (Colby and Prusiner, 2013).

Exosomes are essential to endocytosis, exocytosis and transcytosis. Exosomes are small membranous vesicles that are secreted by cells of various sorts and found in body fluids such as urine and plasma and cell culture media. Exosomes may function in communication between cells, removing unwanted protein from cells and transferring pathogens, such as prions, and toxic proteins, such as the amyloid precursor protein involved in Alzheimer's disease, between cells (Bellingham *et al.*, 2012).

Transport of scrapie prions by means of exosomes was suggested by observations that supernatants from long-term cells cultures of scrapie-infected ovine brain transmitted scrapie by intracerebral inoculation of mice (Gustafson and Kanitz, 1966).

Jeffrey *et al*. (2009) found that accumulations of PrP^Sc^ at the ultrastructural level corresponded with abnormal endocytosis, increased endo-lysosomes, microfolding of plasma membranes and was associated with the release and transfer of PrP^Sc^ among neurons and glial cells. McGovern and Jeffrey (2013) investigated abnormal prion protein in chromaffin cells of the adrenal gland of sheep infected with scrapie and showed that accumulations of PrP^Sc^ was associated with changes in cell membranes. They suggested that PrP^Sc^ released from chromaffin cells in exosomes was a source of the scrapie agent in blood. Finally, Åkesson *et al*. (2011) found prominent transcytotic activity and exosome release from the follicle associates epithelium of ileal Peyer's patches but this could not be associated with transportation of PrP^Sc^ across the mucosal barrier.

In short, exosomes and the processes of endocytosis and exocytosis provide a means by which the scrapie agent can enter cells and depart from cells. The known portals of entry and exit for the scrapie are thus explainable at the cellular and sub-cellular level of biological organisation. Furthermore, the transmission of scrapie by means of exosomes demonstrates that cells do not have to be in direct contact to allow transfer of the scrapie agent. Relevance for prenatal transmission is that the scrapie agent can transmit at any site in the reproductive tract.

Extension of findings to goats {#sec2-18}
------------------------------

Correspondence between key aspects of pathophysiology of scrapie in sheep and goats argues for prenatal transmission in both species and by extension is extremely strong presumptive evidence that semen and unwashed embryos from goats are hazards for the transmission of scrapie.

\(1\) The scrapie agent is found in the conceptus of infected goats (O'Rourke *et al.*, 2011; Schneider *et al.*, 2015) and infected sheep (Race, 1998; Tuo *et al*, 2001, 2002: Andreoletti *et al.*, 2002; Alverson *et al.*, 2006; Lacroux *et al.*, 2007).

\(2\) The scrapie agent occurs in the blood of infected sheep (Hunter *et al.*, 2002; Houston *et al.*, 2008; Thorne and Terry, 2008; Edwards *et al.*, 2010; Rubenstein *et al.*, 2010; Andreoletti *et al.*, 2012; Bannach *et al.*, 2012; Lacroux *et al*., 2012) and in the blood of infected goats (Dassanayake *et al.*, 2011, 2012).

\(3\) The milk of infected sheep and infected goats (Konold *et al.*, 2013a, 2013b) can carry the scrapie agent.

\(4\) The lymphoreticular system of infected sheep (van Keulen *et al.*, 1996; Schreuder *et al.*, 1998; Andreoletti *et al.*, 2000; O'Rourke *et al.*, 2000, 2002; Gonzalez *et al.*, 2008; Dennis *et al.*, 2009; Ryder *et al.*, 2009; Toppets *et al.*, 2011), and infected goats (Gonzalez *et al.*, 2009, 2010; Monleon *et al.*, 2011). In both sheep and goats, the scrapie agent is present in cells of the lymphocyte lineage (T cell and B cells) and the mononuclear phagocyte lineage (macrophages and dendritic cells) and in discrete and diffuse lymphoid organs, where it is used to diagnose scrapie during the preclinical stage of infection.

Concluding remarks {#sec2-19}
------------------

Evidence from each of three sources (epidemiological and clinical observation, experiment and causal reasoning) demonstrates that scrapie transmits prenatally in sheep and goats. Their convergence allows a firm decision. One line of evidence, causal reasoning, was useful for detecting unstated and untenable premises and is suggested more deliberate use biosecurity. For example, it raised the possibility that prenatal transmission of scrapie in sheep formed a possible basis for action from the time that scrapie infectivity was identified in foetal membranes (Pattison *et al.*, 1972). The definitive argument comes from anatomy and precludes uncertainty.

Prenatal transmission characterises semen and *in vivo* derived embryos as presumptive hazards for the transmission of scrapie in sheep and goats, bearing in mind the OIE's definition of a hazard: 'a biological, chemical or physical agent in, or a condition of, an animal or animal product with the potential to cause an adverse health effect' (OIE, 2015). The second line of evidence, experimentation, confirms that semen (Rubenstein *et al.*, 2012) and *in vivo* derived embryos from sheep are hazards for the transmission of scrapie. Two studies (Foster *et al.*, 1996; Foster *et al.*, 2013) confirm that *in vivo* derived embryos from scrapie infected sheep, whether washed or unwashed according to the recommendations of the International Embryo Transfer Society (2010), can transmit scrapie. Studies of Foote *et al*. (1993) and Foster *et al*. (1992) point to transmission of scrapie by unwashed *in vivo* derived embryos from scrapie infected sheep transmit scrapie. The study of Low *et al*. (2009) provides weak evidence that washed *in vivo* derived embryos from scrapie infected sheep do not transmit scrapie.

Causal reasoning, the third line of evidence pursued in the systematic review, shows that conclusions from epidemiology and experimentation are biologically plausible, an important criterion of causation (Hill, 1977). Key pathophysiological preconditions for scrapie transmission by semen and *in vivo* derived embryos operate in the sheep and goat. The scrapie agent is able to disperse throughout the body and to the reproductive organs. Carriage of the scrapie agent by lymphocytes and mononuclear phagocytes combine with the phenomenon of lymphocyte recirculation to allow exposure to the scrapie agent throughout the male and female reproductive systems. There are no privileged sites. Exposure to the scrapie agent is possible at any point during the prenatal period from spermatogenesis or oogenesis to the zygote/blastocyst, embryogenesis and foetal stages. Exosomes containing the scrapie agent occur in tissue fluids and can expedite transmission. The cellular prion protein is expressed in immature and mature ovine oocytes and this marks the onset of susceptibility to scrapie infection. Causal reasoning provides definitive evidence that scrapie transmits prenatally in goats and extremely strong presumptive evidence that semen and unwashed embryos from goats are hazards for the transmission of scrapie.
